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Local structure of disordered Au-Cu and Au-Ag alloys
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X-ray-absorption fine structure~XAFS! and x-ray-diffraction~XRD! measurements of disordered alloys
AuxCu12x and Au0.5Ag0.5 prepared by melt spinning were performed. In the Au0.5Ag0.5 alloy, no significant
local deviations of the atoms from the average fcc lattice were detected while in AuxCu12x alloys, significant
deviations of atoms from the average fcc lattice were found. Mean-square vibrations of the Cu-Cu distances
revealed by the XAFS in AuxCu12x alloys indicate the weakening of contact between Cu atoms in the dilute
limit. Our computer simulation for AuxCu12x clusters of 105 atoms reproduces the main features of both the
XAFS and XRD data.
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I. INTRODUCTION

As a result of our extended study of mixed ionic salts w
atomic size mismatch: RbBr-KBr,1,2 RbBr-RbCl,1–3 and
AgBr-AgCl,4 strong deviations of thelocal structure from
the averageone were obtained using the x-ray-absorpti
fine-structure~XAFS! technique. In all the cases, equilibriu
atomic positions were found to be shifted from the perio
crystalline sites, ascertained by x-ray diffraction~XRD!. The
structural refinement of XRD data as commonly done
nores the presence of local disorder and determines only
average periodic structure with the rms disorder about c
talline sites. XAFS is not biased against disordered contri
tions since it is sensitive to the local distribution of atom
~within 10 Å) around the absorbing atom. XAFS therefo
solves the local structure with equal facility whether or n
the actual structure is periodic. Interatomic distances, bu
ling angles~angular deviations of bonds from collinearity!
and local compositions in mixed crystals were obtained
ing advanced methods of XAFS analysis~ab initio code
FEFF6, Ref. 5 and data analysis packageUWXAFS, Ref. 6!.

Analysis of a mixed system of ionic salts RbBrxCl12x at
concentrationsx throughout its full range has revealed a b
sic asymmetry between larger and smaller atoms’ behav3

the expansion of the shorter pair distance~Rb-Cl! with in-
creasing concentration of Br is found to be greater than
contraction of the longer distance~Rb-Br! with increasing
concentration of Cl. This asymmetry may be attributed to
difference between attractive and repulsive branches of in
atomic pair potentials in these ionic salts and a qualita
explanation of local structure changes with concentration
been suggested.3

Recent XAFS study by Woicik,et al.7 of bond-length dis-
tortions in bulk unstrained semiconductor alloys Ga12xInxAs
with zinc-blende structure demonstrated that the distorti
of the In-As and Ga-As bonds are equal, but opposite, wit
the uncertainties, in agreement with previous measurem
by Mikkelson and Boyce.8 For the same alloys epitaxicall
grown on different substrates, however, it was found that
PRB 620163-1829/2000/62~14!/9364~8!/$15.00
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elastic strain induced a tetragonal distortion, splitting t
bonds differently in different growth direction. In th
diamond-based binary GexSi12x alloys strong compositiona
dependence~linear, within the experimental uncertainties! of
Ge-Ge and Ge-Si bonds also has been recently measu9

The issue which has long remained unclear, whether S
bond length exhibits the same compositional dependenc
others, has been recently addressed by Aubryet al.10 The
authors obtained that the longer Ge-Ge bond length
stronger compositional dependence than that of the sho
Si-Si bond. The departure from the virtual crystal appro
mation ~VCA! model also has been experimentally co
firmed recently for the semiconductor alloys with wurzi
structure.11

To understand whether the difference in bond lengths
tained for different systems with ionic~the case of mixed
alkali and silver halide salts! and covalent~semiconductor
alloys! bonds exists in the case of metallic bonds as well,
have prepared a series of disordered metallic alloys w
large (AuxCu12x) and small (AuxAg12x) atomic size mis-
match and analyzed their structure by both XAFS and XR
A simple semiempirical computer simulation reproduces
distorted atomic structure in AuxCu12x determined by our
experimental data.

The outline of the paper is the following. Details of th
melt-spinning method of sample preparation, XRD a
XAFS measurements are described in Sec. II. XAFS d
analysis results are given in Sec. III. An algorithm and
sults of the computer simulation are briefly presented in S
IV. Discussion and conclusions are given in Secs. V and
respectively.

II. EXPERIMENT

The series of disordered metallic alloys AuxCu12x , which
normally separate below 600 K, and Au0.5Ag0.5, which are
miscible at all concentrations and temperatures, were
pared by the melt-spinning method. High purity Au~99.95%,
Sigma, Israel! Ag, and Cu~both 99.99%, Holland-Israel Co.!
9364 ©2000 The American Physical Society
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PRB 62 9365LOCAL STRUCTURE OF DISORDERED Au-Cu AND Au- . . .
metals were initially melted together in vacuum in a qua
tube to form their respective alloys. Rapid quenching w
achieved by pouring of a melt on a fast rotating copper dru
The estimated cooling rate was approximately 105 K/sec.
The compositions of our samples were established by en
dispersive x-ray spectroscopy in a scanning electron mi
scope.

XRD data were collected in the 30–120° 2Q range with
CuKa radiation on theQ:Q powder diffractometer ‘‘Scin-
tag’’ equipped with a liquid-nitrogen-cooled Ge solid-sta
detector. Peak positions and widths of Bragg reflections w
determined by a self-consistent profile fitting technique w
Pearson VII function.12 Contributions of theKa2 radiation
were subtracted from the total profiles, the obtained res
correspond to only theKa1 component ofKa doublet. Lat-
tice constant computation was carried out by reciproc
lattice parameters refinement. The XRD analysis establis
the homogeneity of the alloys. No trace of phase separa
or superstructure was observed for all the concentrations

The conditionDmx<1, wherex is the sample thicknes
andDm is the absorption edge step for AuL3, Ag, or CuK
edges, was used to calculate the proper thickness of
samples for the XAFS measurements. The obtained ribb
were thinned by rolling to the optimal thicknesses to av
the sample thickness effect in XAFS.13

The XAFS measurements of AuL3, Ag, and CuK edges
were performed on beamline X11A at the National Synch
tron Light Source at 80 and 300 K~for AuxCu12x alloys! and
at 10 and 300 K~for Au0.5Ag0.5 alloys! using a double crysta
Si ~111! monochromator. To eliminate the higher harmoni
the second crystal was detuned relative to the first one
20% for CuK-edge and by 15% for AuL3-edge measure
ments. No detuning was found to be necessary for the
K-edge measurements. A Displex refrigerator was used
the low-temperature measurements.

III. XAFS DATA ANALYSIS AND RESULTS

XAFS data were analyzed by theUWXAFS software.6 The
XAFS functionx(k) is given by

x~k!5
m~k!2m0~k!

Dm~0!
, ~1!

wherek is the photoelectron wave number defined relative
the energy referenceE0 chosen in the middle of the absorp
tion edge jump,Dm(0) is the absorption edge jump, an
m0(k) is a smooth atomic background. TheAUTOBK code14

was used to remove the background from the data. Statis
noise in the data measured at low temperature was very
as illustrated in Fig. 1 which shows thek-weighted x(k)
obtained for two consecutive scans for both edges
Au0.8Cu0.2 at 80 K.

For a binary AxB12x alloy, the first nearest-neighbo
~1NN! contributions to the XAFS signals measured at theA
andB absorbing atoms can be written as

xA~k!5yAAxAA~k!1yABxAB~k!,

xB~k!5yBAxBA~k!1yBBxBB~k!, ~2!
z
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wherex i j (k) are the partial contributions, weighted withyi j ,
of the XAFS signals originating at a type-i central atom sur-
rounded by the type-j neighbors only. The composition fac
tor yi j is defined as the probability to encounter a typej
atom as a 1NN to a type-i central atom. Since for the firs
shell of atoms only single-scattering photoelectron contri
tions are important, eachx i j @Eq. ~2!# can be written as15

x i j ~k!5
S0i

2 N

kRi j
2

f j~k!e22k2s i j
2

sin@2kRi j 1d i j ~k!#e22Ri j /l i j (k),

~3!

whereS0i
2 is the passive electron reduction factor,N is the

number of atoms in a 1NN shell@N512 for the fcc structure;
the true number ofj-type atoms in the 1NN shell is properl
accounted for in Eq.~2! by having theyi j factor in front of
x i j (k)#, Ri j is the average interatomic distance between
i- and j-type atoms,s i j

2 is the mean-square relative disord
aboutRi j , f j (k) andd i j (k) are the effective scattering am
plitude and phase shift, respectively, andl i j (k) is the pho-
toelectron’s mean free path.f j (k), d i j (k), andl i j (k) were
generated for alli -j pairs using theFEFF6 code5 for the fcc
crystal structure model. XAFS analysis was performed c
currently for both edges for each concentration in each a
while fitting theFEFF6theory to data inr space.k2 weighting
for Au0.5Ag0.5 andk weighting for AuxCu12x have been ap-
plied to Fourier transform both data and theory tor space.
The excellent spatial resolution achieved in our experim
(kmax518–19 Å21) allowed us to determine the characte

FIG. 1. k-weighted XAFS spectra of two consecutive scans
Au0.8Cu0.2 at 80 K for ~a! Au L3 and ~b! Cu K edges. Two minor
monochromator-introduced glitches neark57.0 and 16.5 Å21 are
visible in ~b!.
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9366 PRB 62A. I. FRENKEL et al.
istics of the effective pair interaction potentials includin
anharmonic corrections at higher temperatures. In this pa
we discuss our results obtained from the low- and roo
temperature measurements on AuxCu12x alloys only where
our high data quality allowed an accurate evaluation of
characteristics of the effective pair interaction potentials
tween the atoms. We focus the discussion of tempera
dependence in this article to the AuxCu12x alloys, as these
show striking deviations from the fcc crystalline sites,
contrast to the AuxAg12x alloys.

The multiplicative factorS0
2 can be often obtained directl

from a fit of Eq.~3! to the data if the number of neighbors
a specific type is known in advance. In the case of disorde
alloys, the situation is more complicated, since the par
coordination numbers for the pairsAA, AB, and BB are
unknown~although one can establish relationships betw
them, as it is shown below!. Therefore ana priori knowledge
of the S0

2 factor is needed for the CuK, Ag K, and AuL3

edges. BecauseS0
2 is a property of only the center atom

independent of its surroundings and temperature, these
rameters were obtained by analyzing the temperature de
dence of pure Au, Ag, and Cu metals XAFS data available
the University of Washington XAFS database, giving valu
of S0

2 0.88 for AuL3 edge, 0.79 for AgK edge, and 0.94 for
Cu K edge. As a cross check of the values ofS0

2 we have
used a procedure suggested by D. Koningsberger.16 For each
weighting factork, k2, andk3, used in the Fourier transform
the value ofS0

2 was varied between 0.7 and 1.0~the typical
range of reasonable values forS0

2) with a 0.05 increment and
s2 for the first 1NN bonds was obtained from the best
Thens2 was plotted as a function ofS0

2 for each weighting
factor. The three curves intersect at almost the same p
providing the optimal values of bothS0

2 and s2. The S0
2

values so obtained were in good agreement with those d
mined from the pure materials and thes2 so obtained agreed
well with those determined from the temperature dep
dence.

In our fitting procedure, we varied the 1NN pairRi j and
the s i j

2 independently for the homometallic pairsA-A and
B-B. The pairRAB and thesAB

2 of the heterometallicA-B
pair were constrained to be the same as analyzed from
edge XAFS data, as they must. The local composition fa
yAA of A-A pairs was allowed to vary in order to account f
the possible short-range order. The following obvious c
straints were applied to relate the composition factorsyAB ,
yBA , yBB , andyAA , therefore reducing the number of fittin
parameters:

yAB1yAA51,

yBB1yBA51. ~4!

The composition factors of the heterometallic pairsyAB
andyBA are related to one another through the macrosco
concentrationsxA andxB of the alloy components17 by

yAB5
xB

xA
yBA . ~5!

For the Au0.5Ag0.5 alloys, the fits were refined for the A
and Ag edges concurrently, for data measured at 10 and
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K. For the AuxCu12x alloys, the refinement was performe
for the Au and Cu edges concurrently, for data measure
80 and 300 K. For comparison, the XAFS data of pure A
Ag, and Cu metal foils available in the XAFS database in
University of Washington,18 collected at 80 and 300 K wer
also analyzed. For all the data, the correctionsDE0

Au , DE0
Ag ,

DE0
Cu, to the arbitrarily chosen photoelectron energy orig

were varied in the fits for Au, Ag and Cu central atom
respectively.

If static structural distortions are present, the mean-squ
deviation s2 of the 1NN distance may be presented as
superposition of a staticss

2 and dynamicsd
2 terms:

s25^~r 2^r &!2&5ss
21sd

2. ~6!

To separate the temperature-independentss
2 and

temperature-dependentsd
2 , one can use a simple correlate

Einstein model19 for sd
2 :

sd
25

\

2vm

11exp~2QE /T!

12exp~2QE /T!
, ~7!

where v is a bond vibration frequency,m is the reduced
mass of the pair, andQE5\v/kB is the Einstein tempera
ture. Thus the totals2(T) in this approximation depends o
T and two parameters only:v andss

2 . By concurrent refine-
ment of the XAFS data at two temperatures~80 and 300 K!
one can solve Eqs.~6! and ~7! for ss

2 andv.
The 1NN shell fits to the AuL3 and Ag K XAFS in

Au0.5Ag0.5 at 10 K, and to the AuL3 and CuK XAFS in
Au0.8Cu0.2 data at 80 K are shown in Figs. 2 and 3, resp
tively.

Au-Au, Au-Ag, and Ag-Ag bond lengths obtained in th
Au0.5Ag0.5 alloy and in the Au and Ag metals from the low
and room-temperature XAFS measurements are summa
in Table I. The temperature-dependent fits are consis
with ss

250. This is not surprising since the changes inRi j

are small as a function of concentration in the Au-Ag all
system, and, as discussed below, the structure does not
significant deviations from the crystalline fcc structures.
compare the disorder in the 1NN bond lengths in t
Au0.5Ag0.5 alloy measured at 10 K with that measured
pure metals at 80 K, we used Eq.~7! and obtained values o
Einstein temperatures for each bond to calculates2 at 80 K
in the alloy. The values ofs2 obtained for these bonds at 8
K are given in Table II.

The fit of the Au0.5Ag0.5 sample at 10 K found that the
1NN yAu2Au is 0.45~1!, and thusyAu2Ag from Eq. ~4!, is
0.55~1!, indicating some short-range ordering from a rando
distribution ofyAu2Ag 5 yAu2Au50.5. The short-range-orde
~SRO! parameter, defined as

a512
yAB

xB
, ~8!

is then equal to20.10(2), in good agreement with previ
ously reported values of20.08 ~Ref. 21! and 20.10 ~Ref.
22! obtained by diffuse x-ray scattering measurements.
contrast, in the AuxCu12x alloys, the INN compositions
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yAu2Au5x within 1%, consistent with no SRO in the alloy
for all concentrations measured, and thus indicating a r
dom distribution of atoms.

Figure 4~a! shows 1NN distances for Cu-Cu~triangles!,
Cu-Au ~squares!, and Au-Au~circles! atomic pairs. One can
see the clear difference between these pairs similar to w
was observed previously for the mixed salts RbBrxCl12x
~Ref. 3!, namely, the shortened Au-Au distances vary le
than do the elongated Cu-Cu ones. As discussed in Re
such an asymmetry is caused by the stronger short-ra
repulsive forces compared to the longer range attrac
forces of the interatomic potential.

The difference in behavior of the Au-Au and Cu-Cu pa
with concentration reveals itself even more clearly in t
results ofs2 measurements@Fig. 4~b!# published in our pre-
vious conference report.23 While thes2 of the Au-Au pairs
does not change strongly with concentration~which is con-
sistent with a relatively small decrease in Au-Au pair leng
with respect to its value in pure Au!, the s2 for the Cu-Cu
pairs increases drastically. This is consistent with the we
ening of the Cu-Cu force constant as the smaller Cu ato
become further apart at larger concentrations of Au, wh
both the Cu-Au and Au-Au 1NN pairs remain in conta
sensing the repulsive force at all concentrations.

Table III presents thess
2 determined from the temperatur

variation for several concentrations~only those values where
the results are significantly larger than their error bars!. At
the high concentration of Au the data on the Cu-Cu pairs
not conclusive to make a decision in favor of predominan
dynamic or static disorder. Therefore the question of whet

FIG. 2. Fourier transforms of thek2-weighted XAFS spectra
concurrently fitted withFEFF6 theory ~solid! to the data~dash! of
Au0.5Ag0.5 at 10 K for ~a! Au L3 and ~b! Ag K edges.
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the large Cu-Cu atomic disorder aroundx50.8 is predomi-
nantly a dynamic one with large vibrational amplitude, or
static one, is not directly determined from our data. Ho
ever, extrapolating the lowerx dependence to 0.8 sugges
that the large disorder there is predominantly static. Fina
the results of the XRD measurements on the same AuxCu12x
alloys are plotted in Fig. 5, as deviations from the line
Vegard’s law.

IV. COMPUTER SIMULATION

The knowledge of the structure of mixed crystals may
enriched further if the information obtained from the tw
complementary techniques, XRD and XAFS, is visualized
a computer simulation. The fcc lattice with lattice parame
a was randomly populated by Cu and Au atoms as per
concentration of the alloy. A single interatomic interactio
between Au-Au 1NN atoms was fit to XAFS measureme
on both the pure metal and the alloys, and similarly for t
Cu-Cu 1NN atoms. Both 6-12 and 6-18 Lennard-Jones
tentials were tried in the fit but only the 6-18 potential cou
give a reasonable fit to the experimentally determined lat
parameters at all concentrations, as described below. S
both pairs of atoms’ 1NN distances change significantly
the alloying@Fig. 4~a!#, the anharmonic behavior of the po
tentials have to be matched to the alloy XAFS results and
fit indicates that the larger anharmonicity of the 6-18 pote
tial does this better.

The total potential energy taking into account pair inte
actions between the nearest-neighbor atoms only isU

FIG. 3. Fourier transforms of thek-weighted XAFS spectra con
currently fitted with FEFF6 theory ~solid! to the data~dash! of
Au0.8Cu0.2 at 80 K for ~a! Au L3 and ~b! Cu K edges.
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TABLE I. First nearest-neighbor~1NN! bond lengths~in Å) in Au0.5Ag0.5 alloy and pure Au and Ag
metals, and the average 1NN distance determined from x-ray diffraction~Ref. 20! and XAFS at low~LT! and
room ~RT! temperatures. LT measurements were performed at 10 K for the alloy and 80 K for pure m

xAu T Ag-Ag Au-Au Ag-Au ^R1NN&

XRD XAFS XRD XAFS XRD XAFS XRD XAFS
0 LT 2.878 2.882~5! 2.878 2.882~5!

0 RT 2.889 2.88~1! 2.889 2.88~1!

1 LT 2.876 2.876~5! 2.876 2.876~5!

1 RT 2.884 2.89~1! 2.884 2.89~1!

0.5 LT 2.875~5! 2.869~2! 2.874~2! 2.873 2.873~3!

0.5 RT 2.89~2! 2.891~6! 2.879~4! 2.881 2.88~1!
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fcc
r-
5(8VTiTj
(urWi2rWju), whereTi is the type of the atom in thei th

site, i.e.,A or B, the summation is over nearest neighbo
only. The 6-18 Lennard-Jones potential forVT8T is chosen in
the form which makes it convenient for further interpre
tion:

VT8T~r !5
KT8TRT8T

2

216 F S RT8T

r D 18

23S RT8T

r D 6

12G , ~9!

where the parameterKT8T is a force constant atRT8T , the
equilibrium bond length of theT8-T atomic pair. The con-
stant 2 in the right side of Eq.~9! is added to shift the energ
scale to zero at the equilibrium position~instead of the usua
presentation with zero energy at the infinite interatomic d
tance!. In such a presentation the potential energy of a f
equilibrated pairVT8T(RT8T) equals to zero and the total po
tential energy of the cluster corresponds to the deviation
the energy of the disordered crystal from the energy of t
separated phases, i.e., it is a measure of the instabilit
stability of the alloy.

RAu2Au and RCu2Cu are determined from the lattice pa
rametersaAu and aCu of the pure Au and Cu:RAu2Au

5aAu /A2 and RCu2Cu5aCu/A2. Force constantsKAu2Au
andKCu2Cu are determined from the temperature depende
of s2 for pure Au and Cu@Eq. ~7!#. The two valuesRAu2Cu
andKAu2Cu were used as fitting parameters. All the six p
rametersKT8T and RT8T are assumed to be concentrati
independent~see Table IV!.

We performed a minimization of the total potential ener
of a cluster of 105 atoms while locally distorting both Au an
Cu atoms from their ideal fcc lattice positions. To find t
equilibrium positions forN atoms in a cluster, i.e., to find
minimum of the total potential energy, we used the followi
iterative procedure. First, we fixed the positions of all but
i th atom and minimized the total potential energy as a fu
tion of the position ofi th atom only. This resulted in the firs
approximation for the equilibrium position of thei th atom.
After the i th atom was fixed in its new position, this proc
dure was repeated to the rest of the atoms in the cluste
series of iterations were performed until the ratioDU/U be-
comes smaller than 1024, whereDU is an estimated maxi
mal possible error,DU5NFmax

2 /Keff , Fmax is a maximal
force ~among all the atoms of the cluster! acting on the at-
oms,Keff is an average effective force constant of the pa

Next, the equilibrium atomic positions and the total e
ergy U of the cluster were calculated as a function of t
s

-

-
e

f
o
or

e

-

e
-

A

.
-

lattice parametera. The lattice parametera0 which corre-
sponds to the minimum ofU(a) was then compared with th
experimental result~see Fig. 5!. The symbols in Fig. 5 cor-
respond to our XRD data, the solid curve presents the re
of the a0 calculation. The Cu-Cu, Cu-Au, and Au-Au pa
distances were obtained by averaging over the cluster w
the lattice parametera0. They are presented in Fig. 4~a!
~solid, dashed, and dotted curves, respectively!. In our calcu-
lations the number of atomsN is 108 000, i.e., the simulation
box contains 30330330 fcc unit cells with four atoms pe
one cell. To ensure that the calculation presents only the b
effect ~which is important for comparison with XAFS data!,
i.e., to minimize the influence of fixed boundaries on o
numerical results, we display the results in the figures
tained from the inner atoms which are separated from
cluster surface by at least two layers.

Figures 4 and 5 demonstrate the compatibility of our cl
ter model with both the XAFS and XRD experimental da
The fact that only two additional fitting parameters (RCu2Au
andKCu2Au) beyond the ones found from the pure metals
necessary to describe the main features of the mixed a
structure shows the reasonability of our model for describ
the Au-Cu alloy. The results of our computer simulation a
rather close to the Monte Carlo simulation24 and ab initio
calculation of the quasirandomly structured alloy.25 More-
over, our simulation better fits the experimental data. T
inner part (33333 unit cells! of the Au0.5Cu0.5 cluster ob-
tained from computer simulations is visualized in Fig. 6.

V. DISCUSSION

The detailed structure of the disordered AuxCu12x alloys
was investigated by XAFS, XRD, and computer simulatio
The atoms were found to be randomly disordered among
atomic sites which deviated locally from the average
crystal sites. Particularly interesting is the profoundly diffe

TABLE II. Mean-square deviations~in Å 2) in 1NN pair lengths
determined from XAFS data of Au0.5Ag0.5 alloy and pure Au and
Ag metals at 80 K.

x Au-Au Au-Ag Ag-Ag

0 0.0036~5!

0.5 0.0026~5! 0.0028~5! 0.0038~5!

1 0.0024~5!
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ent trend in the compositional dependence of the Au-A
Au-Cu, and Cu-Cu bonds@Fig. 4~a!#. The short Cu-Cu bond
length exhibits stronger variation withx than the Au-Au
bond length, i.e., the Cu-Cu bond expands easier with
increase of Au concentration than the Au-Au bond contra
when the concentration of Cu increases.

The qualitative interpretation of this effect is the follow
ing. From the asymmetry of the pair interaction potent
~repulsive branch is steeper than the attraction branch! the
compressed bond~Au-Au! is expected to be stiff relative to
the expanded bond~Cu-Cu!. The concomitant nonzero re
sidual elastic strain energy, accumulated in the alloy sys
with the atomic size mismatch due to the distortion of ea
bond from its equilibrium length, determined by the pu
metal, is larger for a system with stronger distortions of
oms from the periodic positions.3 To increase the strain en
ergy by the same amount requires less change~shortening!
dRAu of the effective Au-Au bond than the change~elonga-
tion! dRCu of the Cu-Cu bond because in the former case
elastic strain is stored in the stiffer ‘‘spring.’’ The increase

TABLE III. Static mean-square deviations~in Å 2) versusx
(AuxCu12x) in 1NN pair lengths determined from XAFS data.

x Au-Au Au-Cu Cu-Cu

0.35 0.0028~13! 0.0029~7! 0.0062~9!

0.56 0.0030~4! 0.0028~7! 0.0104~30!

0.80 0.0026~3! 0.0035~10!

FIG. 4. ~a! 1NN distances measured by XAFS at 80 K f
Cu-Cu ~triangles!, Cu-Au ~squares! and Au-Au ~circles! atomic
pairs. 1NN distances obtained from computer simulation are
presented for Cu-Cu~solid curve!, Cu-Au ~dashed curve!, and
Au-Au ~dotted curve! pairs. ~b! mean-square deviationss2 of the
1NN pair lengths at 80 K as obtained from XAFS for Cu-Cu~tri-
angles!, Cu-Au ~squares!, and Au-Au~circles! atomic pairs.
,
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the elastic energy is minimized whendRAu is smaller than
dRCu.

To verify this intuitive argument~first-principles study by
Ozolins,et al.26 showed good qualitative agreement with o
results!, accurate local structure measurement is vital. W
performed concurrent multiedge, multiple data set refinem
of our XAFS data which allowed us to obtain interatom
distances with uncertainties as small as 0.002 Å. We c
brated the reliability and sensitivity of our procedure for t
system of Au0.5Ag0.5 where no local structural distortions ar
expected in advance, based on virtually indistinguishable
tice parameters of pure Au and Ag metals. Indeed, we
tained that the interatomic distances between Au-Au, Au-A
and Ag-Ag pairs are the same within small experimental
certainties, and thes2 of these bonds fall in between those
the pure metals. In addition, as another reliability check,
obtained the same short-range-order parameter of 10%
tween nearest neighbors as found by previously publis
x-ray diffuse scattering analyses. Successful testing of
procedure against a known system greatly increases the
fidence in the results obtained for the AuxCu12x alloy ana-
lyzed in the same manner as the Au0.5Ag0.5 system.

We believe that the observed bond lengths asymmetr
an intrinsic property of all disordered alloys. Such an asy
metry reduces local elastic strain caused by the atomic
mismatch and/or difference between the effective force c

TABLE IV. Parameters of the potentials used in our simulati
of AuxCu12x alloys.

Bond T8-T RT8T (Å) KT8T (eV/Å2)

Cu-Cu 2.549 2.29
Au-Au 2.876 3.10
Cu-Au 2.670 2.00

o

FIG. 5. The lattice parameter presented as deviation from
Vegard’s lawa2a0 in AuxCu12x at 300 K as determined by x-ra
diffraction ~symbols! and from computer simulation~solid curve!.
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stants between different pairs of atoms. The seeming con
diction in the experimental studies of different binary a
pseudobinary alloys where such asymmetry was observe
some systems~e.g., RbBr-RbCl, RbBr-KBr, Au-Cu, Si-Ge!
and not observed in many others, e.g., semiconductor I
alloys, needs to be clarified. The requirement for the exp
mental detection of the bond lengths asymmetry is pick
an alloy with strong compositional change of neare
neighboring distance. The ‘‘topological rigidity parameter
introduced by Cai and Thorpe,27 and characterizing the rigid
ity of the lattice system of the alloy are useful phenome
logical figures of merit which are expected to be closer to
absolute rigidity limit of 1 for the semiconductor alloys tha
for the ionic or metallic alloys, due to the strongly direction
covalent bonding between the atoms in semiconductors
deed, the distortion of the nearest-neighbor bond length
not exceed 20% of the atomic size difference in the p
GaAs and InAs in pseudobinary semiconductor allo
GaxIn12xAs.8 We believe that in these and other experime
with semiconductor alloys the sensitivity of XAFS measu
ment was not sufficient to detect the bond length asymm
effects outside the uncertainties because they were so s
In the cases where these effects were observed1–3 as well as
in the present work, the interatomic bonds were ionic
metallic, i.e., less directional and relatively soft compared
those in semiconductor alloys. The most recent examp10

shows that similar effect was observed in the semicondu
binary alloy Si-Ge which was studied by the similar mul
edge, multiple data set refinement as in our prelimin
report23 and in the present work. In the Si-Ge alloy, howev
the rigidity parameters are relatively high@0.7 ~Ref. 28!#
which explains why the difference in the slopes of the Si-
Si-Ge, and Ge-Ge bond lengths is within the uncertaintie
the measurements.

As just discussed, the difference in the scenarios of s
and long bond length changes with concentration can be

FIG. 6. The inner part (33333 unit cells! of the Au0.5Cu0.5

cluster obtained from computer simulations. The deviations fr
the average fcc sites are magnified by a factor of 2 for better v
alization. If there were no deviations, the bonds would all al
along straight lines, including the edge atoms which would al
along the cube lines.
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derstood by the asymmetry in the pair potentials. Howev
in addition to this conclusion, obtained from the observ
difference in the tendency of Au-Au and Cu-Cu bond leng
to change with concentration, a unique insight into loc
atomic arrangement in this alloy can be gained from
measurements of the Debye-Waller factors@Fig. 4~b!#. Con-
sistent with a relatively small change with Au concentrati
of Au-Au bond length with respect to its value in pure A
thes2 of this bond does not change strongly withx either. A
similar observation can be made from comparing the Au-
bond length ands2 changes withx. This is in contrast with
the Cu-Cu bonds which have a drastic increase ofs2 with x.
Along with the observed larger slope of thex dependence of
Cu-Cu bond length than for other bonds, these results
gether all indicate that the small Cu atoms become loose
in the Au matrix at large enoughx (x.0.35), and the Cu-Cu
1NN pairs are losing contact, while Cu-Au and Au-Au 1N
pairs remain in contact at all concentrations.

Finally, it should be emphasized that the pair interactio
as determined from XAFS measurements, with parame
listed in Table IV for the AuxCu12x alloys, are not the
‘‘bare’’ pair interactions calculated for isolated atoms as in
diatomic molecule. They are a ‘‘dressed’’ or renormaliz
one in the alloy determined by averaging over the positio
of all other atoms in the alloy.29 This effective interaction,
which contains all many-body interactions, is also called
the literature the thermally averaged pair potential29 and the
potential of mean force.30

VI. CONCLUSIONS

The detailed structure of the rapidly quenched AuxCu12x
alloys was investigated by XAFS, XRD, and computer sim
lation. The atoms were found to be randomly disorde
among the atomic sites which deviated locally from the a
erage fcc crystal sites. The observed difference in dista
change~Cu-Cu bond length changes more rapidly with A
concentration than Au-Au and Au-Cu bond lengths! can be
understood by the asymmetry in the renormalized pair po
tials where the repulsive forces are stronger than the att
tive ones. The loosening of the contact in the Cu-Cu pa
with Au concentration was indicated by the anomalous
crease ofs2 of these bonds. The computer simulation on
cluster of 105 atoms reproduces the main features of both
XAFS and XRD data and links the microscopic paramet
obtained by XAFS with the macroscopic XRD measureme
while allowing a visualization of the local distortions from
the average fcc lattice.

For comparison the disordered Au0.5Ag0.5 alloy was also
investigated by XAFS and XRD, and its atoms were found
have insignificant deviations from an ideal fcc lattice. Th
different effect of alloying between metallic alloys is unde
stood by the difference in perturbations introduced by
alloying. In the case of Au-Ag alloys, the perturbation
quite small, while in Au-Cu alloys, it is quite significant.

A discussion summarizing previously published works
also given on the difference of the distortions from the av
age periodic lattice in other chemically disordered materia
namely, covalent and ionic bonded ones. Whereas the
crease in bond distance between the larger atoms and
increase in bond distance between the smaller atoms
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covalent bonded materials varies symmetrically with com
sition, an asymmetric variation is evident in the ionic a
metallic cases. This asymmetric variation is expected
cause pair interaction potentials generally have an asym
try with a stronger repulsive force at shorter distances t
the attractive force at larger distances. The lack of the ob
vation of such an asymmetry in the covalent alloyed samp
with more rigid bonds is believed to be due to the sma
change in bond distances, which makes the anharmonic
ture of the pair interaction too small to be detected.
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